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Web3 as another Neoliberal façade 

 

Introduction 

 There are certain “buzzwords” in the technology industry that have been percolating 

around emerging web3 technologies: Cryptocurrencies, Governance, ICO, NFTs, DAOs, DACs, 

and many more acronyms just to name a few. The underlying technology that has allowed for 

this emergence has been the advent of the blockchain, a database that is distributed amongst 

many computers that allows for information to be stored securely. This has been a key 

technological advancement that allowed for the advent of cryptocurrencies, a person-to-person 

monetary exchange that cuts out banks or any other holding facility. The rhetoric around this 

field touts a do-good mentality that could disrupt issues of modern capitalism through 

decentralization. With companies and technologies popping up at an alarming rate, I have begun 

to question the efficacy of their intent. Through a careful examination of the Silicon Valley 

disease through neoliberal ideologies as well as researching how blockchain has currently 

manifested in practice rather than in theory, I aim to expose this façade as yet another display of 

these beliefs disguising itself as a progressive initiative.  Silicon Valley uses the manipulation of 

systemic design so that their products will thrive and continue their hegemonic agenda of power 

and control. The specific tactics that they use are through false domestic economic incentives for 

the many that end up giving further power to the corporations as well as a continued attempt for 

colonial control internationally under the guise of humanitarianism. 

 



The Emergence of Web3 

In 2009, an anonymous person(s) published a white paper under the name Satoshi 

Nakamoto that provided the technical backdrop for using the blockchain as a means of creating 

the popular cryptocurrency, bitcoin, as a proposed solution to the inefficiency of the current 

modern banking system. The underlying issue is in the fact that the bank is a necessary middle 

man for individuals to enact transactions. This idea depends on individual third-parties to create 

trust between individuals, leads to expensive transfer of funds, and in some cases takes 

significant time. Although it wasn’t the first example of digital currency, in the paper, Nakamoto 

provided a solution to the double-spending problem of previous attempts and laid the 

groundwork for a “purely peer-to-peer version of electronic cash [that] would allow online 

payments to be sent directly from one party to another without going through a financial 

institution” (Nakamoto 2009). The way that this works is through a distributed public ledger via 

the blockchain in which computers perform highly complex equations to validate network 

transactions. These “miners” receive bitcoin as a reward for providing proof of work: an output 

that is difficult to produce but easy for others to verify which establishes trust among parties. The 

decentralized nature of bitcoin in practice using the blockchain has provided the foundation for 

an entirely new industry to emerge encapsulated under the term “web3.”  A few years later, an 

open sourced network called Ethereum was created with the idea of “smart contracts” that enable 

transactions that don’t require a middle man. This allowed for other applications to be created 

using this open sourced technology which has led to a boom within the field (Crandall 2019). 

Crypto enthusiasts tout the highly democratic nature of the technology in which anyone can 

supposedly be involved. Individuals can easily create new tokens that can be traded, digital 

assets known as NFTs can be collected and sold, and even entire organizations have emerged 



under the term Decentralized Autonomous Organizations (DAO) that are governed by a 

community of stakeholders and have no centralized leadership. Although much of this industry 

seems exciting in theory, in practice there have been key issues that have arisen as it has been put 

into practice.  

 

Blockchain in practice 

 Like most intended ubiquitous technologies that supposedly disappear into the backdrop, 

the infrastructure in reality is inherently messy (Dourish and Bell 2011).  One of the many ways 

in which this “mess” has manifested is through the pegging of popular tokens to the US dollar 

and traded amongst crypto-enthusiasts as an investment opportunity. As of the writing of this 

paper, there are currently over 15,000 different cryptocurrencies available on the popular crypto 

asset website, CoinMarketCap (www.coinmarketcap.com). Privileged individuals with 

disposable income are able to essentially gamble on various volatile assets in hopes that buzz 

will inflate the market and drive the price up. In some cases, certain crypto-enthusiasts have 

attached their celebrity to a particular cryptocurrency. Most notably, in early 2021, Elon Musk 

started associating himself with a recent currency called Dogecoin that was originally created as 

a joke centered around a popular internet meme. By using his over 59 million twitter followers, 

he simply tweeted his support which in turn skyrocketed the currency from below $0.02 to a 

maximum of $0.7,  making certain individuals overnight millionaires (Cary 2021). Others have 

formed specialized exclusive groups on platforms such as Discord or Telegram to network and 

seek out new coins that have buzz around them in a form of modern day insider trading. In some 

scenarios, groups band together to form specific pump-and-dump schemes that take direct 

advantage of this new market as well as the anonymity that the blockchain provides (Xu 



2019).  By veiling the blockchain on the premise of leading the way to a decentralized anti-

capitalist future, crypto-enthusiasts are masking over a facade for the modern practice of 

individual gains. This has also had the potentially inadvertent consequence of privately 

furthering the advancements of their own personal agenda of neoliberal privatization whether 

intended or not. The core premise of the underlying technology has good intentions, but the 

actuality of it is that big corporations are still making the decisions on the platforms, the coins, 

and who is benefiting from the industry. This isn’t the first time that Silicon Valley has had a 

hand in masking their technologies in altruistic gains to further assert themselves in global power 

structures.  

 

History of Silicon Valley Neoliberalism 

Blockchain technology has become yet another tool by Silicon Valley companies to be able 

to assert their neoliberal agendas. First, however, it is important to discuss where the idea of 

neoliberalism came from and how we got here. Neoliberalism is a return to the ideas of classical 

Liberalism that was formed during the 17th and 18th century enlightenment era in Europe. At 

that time, there was a shift in thought towards a high reverence for individualism and away from 

the idea that the state has a divine right to rule and control the welfare, rights and interests of 

their citizens. Adam Smith and other economic liberals used the basis of these ideas to form their 

ideology that the pursuit of self-interests, free trade and limited government regulation would 

support the general common good, advance innovation and increase the state's economy.  

In the twentieth century, in response to the post war social programs that expanded into the 

civil rights movement, a natural backlash came about in the 1970s by right leaning politicians. 

Ronald Reagan in the United States and Margaret Thatcher in England promoted policies that led 



to the destruction of social programs specifically affecting racial and ethnic policies that had 

started to take hold. They used the media to portray the governmentally supported social 

programs as a waste of public money as a means to convince the reasons for their actions. Since 

then, the idea has been popular among tech giants who want to assert their power by pushing the 

government out of the picture under the premise that free-markets will stimulate the economy. 

Unfortunately, those who benefit are the mega rich and the disenfranchised are at the mercy of 

this way of thinking and practice.  

Lauren Williams espouses the viewpoint of how race and neoliberalism are both designed 

and are mutually supportive. By presenting apps as solutions to greater issues, Silicon Valley 

presents a narrative that convinces individuals that greater systemic issues can be solved with 

their tech. She uses a recent advertisement by Moneythink, a financial services and education 

platform, as an example of this neoliberal design in practice. In the advertisement, an African 

American high school student named Reggie is struggling with balancing his busy life and 

paying for a better university so he chooses to apply to colleges that are below his academic 

potential. With the help of the Moneythink platform, they promote services that will help keep 

Reggie on track to get into a more renowned university.  

This altruistic pretense encourages and supports a neoliberal agenda. Instead of addressing 

the larger system that Reggie is at the mercy of, they put the onus on him to be able to get in and 

pay for the flawed system of higher education. This is a way to absolve the company of their 

guilt while they continue to benefit from a corrupt system. Certain realities are being omitted 

because, if you blame an individual for not being able to get into higher education rather than 

him being part of a greater issue of the inequalities of the racial system, then the logical 

conclusion is that corporations aren’t to be blamed and the government doesn’t have a 



responsibility to help fix this deeper problem. Further, the rhetoric is subtly imposing the idea 

that it would in fact be a waste of money and resources to have the government get involved 

because the individual alone should be able to get into the college of his/her choice if they could 

just get their act together (Williams 2019). Silicon Valley has been using this tactic for decades 

to disguise their greater agenda of gaining power and capital while inadvertently continuing a 

dangerous narrative that has the serious repercussions of continuing the status quo.  

An example of Silicon Valley neoliberalism in action has come about through the rise of 

the ‘sharing economy.’ This term has its roots primarily in digital apps that allow users to utilize 

personal assets as a means for employment (Bates 2019). A popular example is in the ‘gig’ work 

provided by the popular ride sharing application Uber. The way that Uber works is that drivers 

with a suitable car log onto the app and, through geolocation, they get paired up with passengers 

to be driven to their intended destination. Once the driver drops them off, they wait until the next 

passenger is located. This technology was a vast improvement to the previous slow methods of 

hailing a taxi and grew rapidly under the marketing idea that it provided flexible hours and shifts 

for drivers to have personal employment. However, this became Uber’s way of using the tactic to 

benefit the corporation at the mercy of the user while at the same time subverting the 

responsibility away from the company. In actuality, Uber drivers earn, on average, a sub-

economic $11.77 an hour while at the same time gentrifying an entire industry of workers 

(Zwick and Spicer 2019). Furthermore, because of the obscurity of the working status, 

corporations have been able to get away with denying their drivers employment status so that 

they aren’t required to pay a livable wage and provide benefits for their workers. Yet again, the 

rich get richer while the workers are being exploited. In traditional neoliberal fashion, the rapid 

pace that Uber has grown has outpaced the ability for government regulations to take place. As 



they took control of the market share, hints at regulation exposed their neoliberal agenda. In 

2016, the government in Austin, Texas passed regulatory legislation that would force the 

companies to perform stricter background checks. In response, Uber used their power to pull the 

service from the greater Austin area essentially uprooting the jobs that many individuals had 

depended on. Once the regulations were lifted, Uber returned to continue working under the 

policies that made them profitable (Barber 2019). Uber is just one of many examples in which 

Silicon Valley created a need in which individuals became reliant on their products to the point 

that they were able to assert their hegemonic dominance and continue growing their neoliberal 

agenda.  

  

The Neoliberal Panopticon  

Although blockchain technologies fall into the rhetoric of anti-capitalism disruption, they 

actually ended up aligning themselves with and maintaining the status quo. The more freedom 

they can obtain from the political grasp, the more opportunity for power and profit they have. By 

influencing the designs of underlying systems, neoliberals can assert their control and power. 

This idea emerged in the writings of Michael Foucault in his 1975 book, Discipline & 

Punishment. In his book, Foucault dissected the history of the modern justice system and how it 

has been designed to assert control over individuals by means of architectural and systems 

design. While tracking the change in penal systems from the turn of the 19th century, he dissected 

the ways in which power systems work. Originally, citizens were publicly punished so that other 

citizens would be fearful of rising up against the state.  

The idea that it was inefficient to punish one individual at a time led to the development of 

the system of mass incarceration under the pretense of a more humane penal system. Foucault  



used the visual imagery of the panopticon to describe this system. The panopticon is a theoretical 

architectural system in which prisoners' individuality is stripped by placing them into cells by 

themselves. All of the prisoners’ cells are exposed to a central tower in which they can be 

observed. This allowed for the efficient use of systemic psychological control so that minimal 

resources needed to be used to control a large portion of the populace. The thinking is that, if 

individuals believe they are being watched, they will fall into line (Foucault 1975). This idea of 

the panopticon has been co-opted and used as an efficient tactic for Silicon Valley to gain power 

through the subtle use of infrastructure building and systemic control. In his example of yet 

another form of a humanitarian design project, the early prison systems were created under the 

veneer of a more humane form of punishment while inadvertently creating a more efficient 

system in which governments can observe and control their citizens. This idea exposes the 

reason that Silicon Valley is promoting a shift in the economic system. If Silicon Valley can shift 

the underlying economic system towards the infrastructure that they are building and will 

control, then they can continue to grow their power over their consumers. Like the panopticon, 

they will be the observers in the central tower while the rest of the users of their infrastructure 

will be locked into their cells at the mercy of the Silicon Valley elite. Furthermore, the myth of 

blockchain is that if the populace has a completely decentralized economic financial system 

devoid of the regulation of a government system, then economic development will thrive. 

However, once this system is put into place, there will be no one to regulate the economy other 

than the corporations that control the platforms for blockchain technologies. This logic extends 

internationally through means of economic development in other countries to reinforce colonial 

systems of power and dominance over smaller nations.  

 



Postcolonial blockchain in action  

Silicon Valley has been using subtle international means to assert colonial control over 

nations for decades. One way that this has been manifested, through the world of web3, is by 

using technology concealed through the smokescreen of appearing to be a humanitarian savior 

for the economic failures of third-world countries. For instance, blockchain technology has found 

its way into Puerto Rico as an example of “Crypto-Colonialism.” In 2017, both Hurricane Irma 

and Hurricane Maria left Puerto Rico in peril, so that the island was primed for tech corporations 

to see their opportunity to come to the rescue. Under the facade of altruistic help, they were able 

to take advantage of the opportunity of disaster capitalism as a tool to pursue their agendas. 

Puerto Rico has been marketed as a blank slate for a form of “crypto-utopia” to take place 

bringing government practices, corporations, and individuals over to the island to rebuild under 

their systems. These businesses use the discourse of “innovation” as a tool to impart their own 

intentions while secretly integrating into the economy so as to assert their imperialistic status 

quo. They simply are using the natural disaster as a means to explain their intentions, ultimately 

rebuilding the economy on the technology that they in turn would be able to control. (Crandall 

2019). This example reasserts the tactic to use economic control as a means to maintain 

dominance over a culture under the disguise of humanitarianism. This methodology and practice 

has a long reigning history in Silicon Valley to use seemingly altruistic technology as a means to 

assert power internationally. 

An example of this practice is through the One Laptop Per Child (OLPC) program started 

by MIT with the intent of providing cheap computers to developing nations so that the children 

have access to educational opportunities (Phillip, Irani, & Dourish 2012). The underlying pitch 

may sound thoughtful, but unfortunately, the advertising for the program painted a different 



picture. To gain support and funds for the program, video ads expressed a narrative that assured 

that by providing a computer to the natives, the inherent savagery of developing nations would 

be absolved by the savior of civilized technology. This use of technology to “other” third world 

citizens has been one of many useful tactics that continue to assert western hegemonic 

dominance to further their imperialistic underpinnings. This narrative created by OLPC that there 

is one path, civilized or savage, is a detrimental rhetoric that is put into practice by many other 

seemingly altruistic programs. As this example shows, a humanitarian approach to design can 

cover up the inner workings of a more dubious agenda.  

 

Decolonizing Blockchain Rhetoric 

 The question I often ask myself when working through critical frameworks is, where do 

we go from here? In her 2013 paper, Decolonizing Design Innovation: Design Anthropology, 

Critical Anthropology, and Indigenous Knowledge, Dori Tunstall laid out a methodology that 

could help clue in a more bright future for the blockchain. Based on a reaction towards the 

unintended consequences of humanitarian design, Tunstall provided a set of principles the helps 

guide designers toward a practice that won’t succumb to the traditional colonial tendencies of 

design’s past. These principles include but are not limited to: interconnecting values and 

experience within a pre-existing society, understanding humans by engaging in the community, 

demystifying hegemonic ideologies to help liberate the oppressed, and considering the structure 

of societies, histories, and cultural preferences in design action (Tunstall 2013).  

These principles have been put into practice in various successful examples, one of which 

can be examined in the proliferation of the Kingston Hot Press in Argentina. In 2001, 

Argentina’s economy collapsed and many individuals became trash collectors under the term 



cartoñeros. They provided a distinct service for the community but weren’t getting compensated 

with livable wages. They became such a large segment of the population that they ended up 

advocating for political power and thus getting material scientists involved to open source the 

design for the Kingston Hot Press through a collaboration with the cartoñeros. The Kingston Hot 

Press would convert their collected plastic bags into reusable goods (Johnson 2011). A key 

element to the democratic success of this project lies in the point in which designers intervene. 

Rather than the design team approaching Argentina with a design solution that would mainly 

benefit the designers, they came in to collaborate with the community after the research had been 

done locally.  

This inspiring collaboration can be brought into the conversation in regards to future 

digital platform models. For instance, Jillian Crandall proposes a better solution for Silicon 

Valley’s imperial practices in Puerto Rico through her “Platform Cooperatives” model. This 

practice would present different funding methods and encourage community based design 

methods to give Puerto Rican’s decision making power regardless of their personal capital in 

their newly emerging economic system. By empowering the community to have a voice and 

engage in the creation of the new infrastructure, this can help mitigate outside interests (Crandall 

2019). By taking inspiration from the core ideas of Blockchain technology to truly empower the 

community, the marginalized must have a voice in the creation of our techno-futures rather than 

the few at the table in the Silicon Valley boardroom. A truly democratic financial system will 

only be viable by bringing awareness to the current Web3 facade that Silicon Valley is projecting 

while enfranchising local communities to be involved and engaged with designing their own 

futures.  

 



Conclusion 

While researching the histories and inner workings of this flawed complex system, It’s 

hard to not to feel helpless. The premise of blockchain technologies was released into this world 

only a handful of years ago, and already, it seems to have been co-opted by the elite and used as 

a tool in the continued cyclical systems that further oppress while providing more power to the 

elite. This brings me to consider, should companies that have resources and truly intend to do 

good, simply not because their actions will be inherently racist or opportunistic? Is there a 

situation where both the provider and the receiver can benefit? What is the actionable move 

forward? While I agree that Tunstall style engagement into a community is a wonderful step 

forward, that also brings up more considerations. Which communities are engaged in the 

conversation? Is this another band-aid to work patch over designers guilt while not actionably 

working to break down the systems that oppress the communities? At minimum, a rigorous 

investigation needs to be pursued to further understand the forces that allow the Silicon Valley 

disease to proliferate and a continued conversation is necessary to expose this venire so that, 

slowly but surely, these systems of oppression can live within our history books rather than in 

our collective present and techno-future. 
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